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of paramount interest for applications as gate layers in current and
future integrated circuits. Here we report a lattice dynamics study of
high-k Eu2O3 films with thicknesses of 21.3, 2.2, 1.3, and 0.8 nm
deposited on YSZ(001). The Eu-partial phonon density of states
(PDOS), obtained from nuclear inelastic scattering, exhibits broad-
ening of the phonon peaks accompanied by up to a four-fold
enhancement of the number of low-energy states compared to the
ab initio calculated PDOS of a perfect Eu2O3 crystal. Our analysis
demonstrates that while the former effect reflects the reduced
phonon lifetimes observed in thin films due to scattering from lattice
defects, the latter phenomenon arises from an ultrathin EuO layer
formed between the thin Eu2O3 film and the YSZ(001) substrate. Thus,
our work uncovers another potential source of vibrational anomalies
in thin films and multilayers, which has to be cautiously considered.Thin oxide lms with high dielectric constants, oen referred to
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the Royal Society of Chemistry(MIM) capacitors of the volatile dynamic random access
memory (DRAM), and in the oating gate FET of the non-
volatile ash memory devices.1–4 This step ensured the contin-
uation of the exponential increase of transistor packing density
in integrated circuits beyond the 45 nm technology, lowering
the power consumption and increasing the operation speed in
every subsequent generation of devices.5
The substitution of SiO2 became necessary because at a layer
thickness below ca. 1.2 nm, the quantum tunneling effect
resulted in an unacceptably high leakage current, and conse-
quently, higher power losses and poor device performance.
Materials with higher dielectric constants compared to SiO2
enabled reduction of the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) to
the subnanometer range at higher physical thickness, allowing
to further reduce the transistor size. For instance, in the 14 nm
technology an EOT of 0.9 nm was achieved by a high-k dielectric
layer thickness of 2.6 nm, whereas in the upcoming 3 nm
technology the targeted EOT of 0.6 nm requires a dielectric layer
with a physical thickness below 2 nm.6–8 Despite the fact that
currently HfO2, ZrO2, and Al2O3 are widely used as high-k
dielectrics for CPUs, DRAMs and ash memories, respectively,
there is a continuous search for new outperforming materials
for these applications.9,10
Rare earth sesquioxides (RE2O3) have been extensively
investigated for applications as high-k dielectrics.11–13 The
favorable combination of high dielectric constants, relatively
large bandgaps, high breakdown electric elds, thermal and
chemical stability, and small lattice mismatch with silicon
promoted this class of materials as attractive candidates for
high-k dielectrics in the CMOS device technology. Among the
rare earth sesquioxides, Eu2O3, which is the subject of the
present study, demonstrated superior performance as a charge-
trapping high-k dielectric with a layer thickness of 3 nm in low
temperature polycrystalline silicon thin-lm transistor (LTPS-
TFT) nonvolatile memory devices.14
The spatial connement of atoms in nano- and
subnanometer-thick layers profoundly alters their vibrational
dynamics.15 Via phonon–phonon,16 electron–phonon17 and
spin–phonon18 interactions, these size effects impact importantNanoscale Adv.
Fig. 1 (a) Eu-partial PDOS of the investigated samples. The solid gray
line stands for the ab initio calculated PDOS of a bulk Eu2O3 crystal
with cubic symmetry.49 The dashed line corresponds to the gray-line
PDOS, convoluted with the DHO function with a quality factor Q ¼ 5
(see Table 1). The dotted line stands for the Eu-partial PDOS of an EuO
film with a thickness of 2.0 nm.37 The solid red lines depict the model
function described in the text. (b) Reduced PDOS (PDOS/E2) of S1–S4



































































































View Article Onlineproperties of nanomaterials like thermal conductivity, super-
conductivity, charge mobility, spin polarization and others,
manifesting themselves in phenomena such as self-heating,19
increase of the critical temperature of superconductors20–22 and
spin relaxation,23 which play a crucial role in micro-, optoelec-
tronic and spintronic device technologies.24–26
Common features of the phonon density of states (PDOS) of
thin lms are enhancement of the number of states at low and
high energy as well as broadening and shi of the peaks.27
Extensive studies revealed that the origin of these vibrational
anomalies is tightly connected to the crystal structure and
thickness of the layer. In epitaxial thin lms and superlattices,
the broken translational symmetry at the surface and interface
constitutes a source of novel vibration dynamics, which relaxes
towards the bulk behavior within a few atomic layers.28–38 In
amorphous thin lms, the structural disorder induces a reduc-
tion and a broad distribution of the mean force constants,
leading to a signicant enhancement of the number of low-
energy states.39–41
Fundamentally, the origin of the high-k property is directly
related to the vibrational spectrum of a solid, since the static
dielectric constant is a sum of the electronic and lattice
contributions. While the former equals to the square of the
refractive index and thus is intrinsically limited to low values,
the high-k values originate from the lattice component, which is
inversely proportional to the square of the frequency of trans-
verse optical phonons.4,42 This fact, combined with the observed
modications of the PDOS of ultrathin lms, calls for a study of
the lattice dynamics of high-k dielectrics with thicknesses of
several atomic layers.
In this Communication we present a systematic lattice
dynamics study of ultrathin Eu2O3 lms with thicknesses of 2.2,
1.3 and 0.8 nm deposited on YSZ(001) substrates. The Eu-partial
PDOS, derived from nuclear inelastic scattering (NIS) on the
Mössbauer-active isotope 151Eu, unveils strong size effects that
signicantly alter the vibrational thermodynamic and elastic
properties of the thin lms in comparison to a 21.3 nm thick
lm. Our analysis reveals that these effects primarily originate
from an ultrathin EuO layer formed between the thin Eu2O3 lm
and the YSZ(001) substrate. In addition to the spatial conne-
ment and structural disorder, we demonstrate that the forma-
tion of sub-nanometer-thick layers with exotic crystal phases at
the interface constitutes another source of vibrational anoma-
lies of thin lms and multilayers.
Eu2O3 lms with thicknesses of 21.3, 2.2, 1.3 and 0.8 nm,
hereinaer referred to as S1, S2, S3 and S4, were deposited on
YSZ(001) substrates in the UHV system,43 located at the Nuclear
Resonance Beamline ID18 (ref. 44) of the ESRF in Grenoble,
France, with a base pressure of 5  1010 mbar. Europium was
sublimated in an effusion cell from a metallic foil enriched to
97% in theMössbauer-active isotope 151Eu creating a steady ux
of Eu atoms at a rate of 6.0 Å min1. High-purity (99.9995%)
molecular oxygen was supplied into the growth chamber via
a leak valve. Prior to the Eu deposition, the substrate was
annealed at 925 K for 60 min at a pressure below 3.0  109
mbar followed by annealing for 30 min at the lms deposition
temperature of 823 K in an oxygen partial pressure of 1.0 106Nanoscale Adv.mbar. Aer deposition of the Eu metal, the sample was
annealed at the same conditions for 60 min in order to achieve
a complete oxidation of the Eumetal and to avoid the formation
of other oxide phases. To protect the sensitive Eu2O3 lms and
to mimic the spatially conned geometry of the gate dielectric
in a planar FET, the samples were covered at 298 K by 4.0 nm
thick Nb layer.
The 151Eu-partial PDOS of the samples was obtained45 from
the energy dependence of the probability for nuclear inelastic
absorption46,47 of X-rays with an energy of 21.5 keV with an
energy resolution of 1.1 meV (fwhm).48 All samples were illu-
minated at a grazing angle of 0.15 degree using a focused X-ray
beam with dimensions: vertical  horizontal z 10  100 mm2.
The Eu-partial PDOS of the investigated samples are pre-
sented in Fig. 1(a). The PDOS of S1 exhibits a broad peak at
around 13 meV, a peak at 24 meV and a high-energy cutoff at© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fig. 2 XANES (a) and XRR (b) data of the investigated samples. The red
lines mark the corresponding simulations (see text for details). The



































































































View Article Online27.5 meV. The gray solid line depicts the ab initio calculated Eu-
partial PDOS of an Eu2O3 crystal with cubic symmetry.49 A
comparison with the theory reveals a good agreement with the
number and positions of the phonon states, as well as an excess
of states at energies up to 12 meV in the experimental PDOS. A
reduction of the lm thickness to 2.2 nm in S2 leads to an
increase of the number of low-energy states and a signicant
broadening of the spectral features. The effect is particularly
strong for the high-energy peak, which practically diminishes.
The tendency of enhancement of the number of low-energy
states is clearly present in the PDOS of S3 (lm thickness of
1.3 nm) and S4 (lm thickness of 0.8 nm).
The differences between the samples in the low-energy range
of the PDOS is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where the reduced PDOS
(PDOS/E2) is plotted. This gure shows that the number of
states between 5 and 7 meV in S2 and S3 exceeds that of S1 in
average by factors of 1.6 and 2, respectively, wheres in S4 the
excess reaches a factor of 2.3. Compared to the theoretical
Debye level of an Eu2O3 crystal with cubic symmetry (gray line in
Fig. 1(b)), the number of low-energy states in S1 is increased by
a factor of 1.8.
The increase of the number of low-energy states is a generic
feature of the PDOS of thin lms. At epitaxial surfaces and
coherent interfaces, this feature originates from surface- and
interface-specic vibrational modes arising from the reduced
mean force constants which is a consequence of the broken
translational symmetry.29,30,33,34,37 The theoretically predicted
sharp peaks appear signicantly broader in the experimental
PDOS. In addition to the nite experimental resolution, the
presence of defects in the crystal lattice in form of mist
dislocations, vacancies, interstitials, or grain boundaries in
polycrystalline lms, leads to a reduced phonon lifetime and
consequently a broadening of the PDOS features.50,51 In amor-
phous thin lms, the broad low-energy peak originates from the
reduced mean force constants with a large width of distribution
associated with the structural disorder.39–41 In addition to these
well studied effects, below we unveil another potential source of
anomalies in the lattice dynamics of thin lms and multilayers.
The crystal quality, thickness and composition of the lms
were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD)52 and X-ray reec-
tivity (XRR) measurements using Cu-Ka energy, and by X-ray
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy on the
L3 edge of Eu (6977 eV) at the SUL-X beamline of the KIT Light
Source. The FitSuite,53 ATHENA and ARTEMIS codes from the
IFFEFIT54 package were used for reduction and modeling of the
experimental data.
Fig. 2(a) shows the XANES data obtained from samples S1–S4
along with a reference 100 nm thick EuO lm18 and a commer-
cial Eu2O3 powder sample measured in the same experiment.
The XANES data show a distinct difference in the position of the
absorption L3 edge of Eu in Eu2O3, where the Eu atoms are in an
oxidation state +3, and in EuO where the atoms, similarly to
metallic europium, exhibit an oxidation state +2. Unexpectedly,
Fig. 2(a) reveals, in addition to Eu3+, the presence of Eu2+ in the
investigated samples. The relative amount of this phase
increases with decreasing the lm thickness. The presence of
metallic Eu can be excluded due to the high partial oxygen© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistrypressure in the growth chamber, the elevated temperature of
the substrate and the prolonged annealing time. Therefore, the
Eu2+ peak indicates the formation of EuO, which however, is
unexpected since the optimal values for the epitaxial growth of
EuO on YSZ(001) were exceeded by 150 K for the substrate
temperature and by one order of magnitude for the partial
oxygen pressure.55 The relative Eu2+ and Eu3+ fractions in the
samples were obtained by modeling the experimental data with
a linear combination of the XANES spectra of the reference
samples. The best-t results, plotted with solid/red lines in
Fig. 2(a), show that this model satisfactorily reproduces the
experimental data. The obtained relative amount of the EuO
phase and the corresponding lm thickness (assuming
a homogeneous layer) are summarized in Table 1.
The formation of an EuO layer at the interface with the
YSZ(001) substrate is further conrmed by the analysis of the
XRR data presented in Fig. 2(b). The red lines correspond to the
best-t results assuming an EuO layer formed between the
Eu2O3 lm and the YSZ(001) substrate (see inset Fig. 2(b)).52 The
total thickness of the oxide layer (Eu2O3 + EuO), the thickness
and the corresponding relative volume fraction of the EuO
interface layer are presented in Table 1. While the results fromNanoscale Adv.
Table 1 Thickness of the oxide layer (Eu2O3 + EuO) and relative
contribution (A)/thickness of the EuO interface layer obtained by the
corresponding methods. Q is the quality factor of the DHO function
(see text for details)
Sample
Thickness
(nm) XRR (%/nm) XANES (%/nm) NIS (%/nm) Q
S1 21.3 4/0.9 5/1.1 6/1.3 12
S2 2.2 18/0.4 35/0.77 23/0.51 4
S3 1.3 38/0.5 47/0.61 45/0.59 4
S4 0.8 37/0.3 56/0.45 51/0.41 5
Table 2 Mean force constant F, mean square atomic displacement
hx2i, vibrational entropy SV, and lattice specific heat CV at constant
volume calculated from the Eu-partial PDOS of the indicated samples.
All values are obtained at 298 K






49 208 0.01237 4.462 2.870
S1 168(5) 0.017(1) 4.68(2) 2.89(2)
S2 157(4) 0.020(1) 4.86(2) 2.90(2)
S3 133(4) 0.023(1) 5.09(2) 2.92(2)
S4 123(3) 0.024(1) 5.19(2) 2.93(2)



































































































View Article Onlineboth methods are in a qualitative agreement on the increasing
contribution of the EuO phase as the lm thickness is reduced,
the obtained relative contribution of this phase from the XANES
experiment systematically exceeds that derived by the XRR
measurement.56 Yet the thickness of this interface layer ob-
tained by both methods is in the sub-nanometer range except in
S1 where it reaches 1 nm.
A combined experimental and theoretical study revealed
strong connement effects in the lattice dynamics of thin EuO
lms.37 Namely, the Eu-partial PDOS of an EuO lm with
a thickness of 2.0 nm exhibits a broad peak at 10.5 meV and
a high-energy cutoff at 25meV. These features are very similar to
those exhibited by the PDOS of S2–S4 (Fig. 1(a)). In order to
thoroughly explain the experimental observations, the data
were modeled by a superposition of the ab initio calculated Eu-
partial PDOS of Eu2O3 with cubic symmetry52 gth(E) (gray line in
Fig. 1(a)) and the experimentally determined PDOS of a 2.0 nm
thick EuO lm,37 gif(E) (dotted line in Fig. 1(a)), representing the
interface. Furthermore, the broadening of PDOS features is
a common characteristic for nanoscale materials that originates
from phonon scattering at atoms located at irregular lattice
sites, i.e. grain boundaries, defects and dislocations at surfaces
and interfaces, as well as within the nanostructure.57,58 This
effect is satisfactorily described by the damped harmonic
oscillator (DHO) function, which introduces an energy-
dependent broadening of the phonon features reecting the
fact that high-frequency phonons scatter more efficiently.59,60
The strength of phonon damping is inversely proportional to
the quality factor Q of the DHO function. To account for these
two sources of anomalies in the PDOS of the thin lms, namely
the phonon damping and the presence of an EuO interface
layer, the following model function is dened:
gmodel(E, Q) ¼ Agif(E) + (1  A)gth(E, Q)
with A being the relative EuO interface atomic fraction. The
experimental PDOS of S1–S4 were modeled with the function
gmodel(E, Q) using the least-squares method with A and Q being
variable parameters.61 The results are plotted with red/solid
lines in Fig. 1(a) and show that the used model satisfactorily
reproduces the experimental data. The obtained values of A and
Q are summarized in Table 1. The relative interface fraction falls
in between the values obtained by XRR and XANES, which
indicates the consistency of the results obtained by three
independent experimental techniques.52 The correspondingNanoscale Adv.EuO layer thickness is also consistent with the values derived by
the other two methods. The values of Q are abruptly reduced
from 12 in S1, corresponding to an almost bulk-like crystal
(compare the width of the peak at 25 meV in the experimental
and theoretical PDOS) to 4 in S2 and S3 and 5 in S4 (this
difference we attribute to the statistical error). These values of Q
unveil strong and very similar phonon damping in the thin
Eu2O3 lms, despite the fact that the total oxide layer thickness
varies by a factor of 2.8 from S2 to S4. This result indicates that
the investigated Eu2O3 ultrathin lms exhibit crystal lattices of
similar quality (as conrmed by the XRD study).52 The main
difference in the PDOS arises from the increase of the relative
fraction of the EuO interface layer as the total lm thickness is
reduced, leading to the anomalous enhancement of the number
of low-energy states.
A closer comparison of the experimental PDOS to the
gmodel(E, Q) (Fig. 1(a)) demonstrates that the model function
systematically underestimates the number of phonon states
between 3 and 10 meV. Most likely this difference arises from
vibrational states of Eu atoms located at the Nb/Eu2O3 interface,
which was not included in the model.
The observed broadening of the Eu-partial PDOS of the
ultrathin lms, quantied with the quality factor Q, most likely
applies as well for the vibrational modes of the oxygen atoms,
characterized with higher frequencies49 and being primarily
responsible for the high-k property of the RE2O3.42 This
suppression and even disappearance of transverse optical
modes could potentially reduce the lattice contribution to the
dielectric constant. Indeed, a decrease of the static dielectric
constant of La2Zr2O7 thin lms compared to the bulk material
was observed and explained by a broadening and vanishing of
the infrared-active phonon modes due to structural disorder of
the thin lms.62
The reduction of the lm thickness has important implica-
tions on the elastic and thermodynamic properties. Table 2
summarizes the experimental and theoretical values of the
mean force constant F, mean square atomic displacement hx2i,
vibrational entropy SV, and lattice specic heat at constant
volume CV, obtained63 from the Eu-partial PDOS of an Eu2O3
crystal with cubic symmetry49 (calculated for the experimental
lattice constant of 10.80 Å),52 samples S1–S4 and of a 2.0 nm
thick EuO lm.37 A decrease of F in S2 by 6.5% compared to S1



































































































View Article Onlinelattice by 20.8% in S3 and by 26.8% in S4 increases hx2i by
35.3% and 41.2%, respectively. SV increases by 3.9% in S2, 8.8%
in S3 and 10.9% in S4 compared to S1, whereas CV shows only
a marginal enhancement by 1.4% in S4. Since the quality factor
of the DHO function remains essentially the same in S2–S4
(Table 1) and the EuO lm exhibits signicantly different
properties from those of bulk Eu2O3 (Table 2), the observed
anomalous behavior of the thermoelastic properties of the lms
originates primarily from the increase of the EuO interface
fraction as the lm thickness is reduced.
In summary, using nuclear inelastic scattering of synchro-
tron radiation on the Mössbauer-active isotope 151Eu, we
determined the Eu-partial phonon density of states in Eu2O3
lms with thicknesses of 21.3, 2.2, 1.3 and 0.8 nm deposited on
YSZ(001). The PDOSs exhibit broadening and suppression of the
peaks accompanied by up to a four-fold enhancement of the
number of low-energy states in the thinnest layer compared to
the ab initio calculated PDOS of a perfect Eu2O3 crystal. Our
analysis demonstrates that the former effect, which could
potentially reduce the dielectric constant of ultrathin high-k
lms, arises from the presence of lattice defects and grain
boundaries and reects the reduced phonon lifetimes observed
in thin lms. The structural characterization unveiled the
formation of a sub-nanometer-thick EuO layer at the interface
between the Eu2O3 lm and the YSZ(001) substrate. The
spatially conned atomic vibrations of this interface layer
contribute signicantly to the increased number of low-energy
phonon states and to the anomalies in the thermodynamic
and elastic properties of the investigated samples.
The presented results demonstrate that in addition to spatial
connement,35 structural disorder,41 surface-30 and interface-33
specic vibrational modes, sub-nanometer-thick layers exhib-
iting exotic crystal phases that might form at the interface
between two materials constitute a source of novel vibrational
dynamics of thin lms and multilayers. Moreover, the targeted
embedment of such ultrathin layers might be a successful
approach towards ultimately engineered heterostructures for
phononic applications.Conflicts of interest
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